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The New Jim Crow, Michelle Alexander 
 Mass incarceration in the US has emerged as a stun-
ningly comprehensive and well-disguised system of racialized 
social control that functions in a manner similar to Jim Crow. 
Today it is perfectly legal to discriminate against criminals in 
nearly every way that was once legal to discriminate against 
African Americans. As a criminal, you have scarcely more 
rights, and arguably less respect, than a black man living in 
Alabama at the height of Jim Crow.  
 The 1985 media campaign saturated the air with im-
ages of black “crack whores,” “crack dealers,” and “crack 
babies,” images that seemed to confirm the worst negative 
racial stereotypes about impoverished urban residents. The 
media bonanza surrounding the “new demon drug” helped 
catapult the War on Drugs from an ambitious federal policy to 
an actual war. The CIA admitted that in the midst of the War 
on Drugs it blocked law enforcement efforts to investigate 
illegal drug networks that were helping to fund its covert war 
in Nicaragua. An illegal drug crisis suddenly appeared in the 
black community after—not before—a drug war had been 
declared. In fact, the War on Drugs began at a time when ille-
gal drug use was on the decline. 
 The US imprisons a larger percentage of its black 
population than South Africa did at the height of apartheid. In 
Washington, D.C. it is estimated 3/4 of young black men (and 
nearly all those in the poorest neighborhoods) can expect to 
serve time in prison. Studies show that people of all colors use 
and sell illegal drugs at remarkably similar rates. Whites, par-
ticularly white youth, are more likely to engage in drug crime 
than people of color. But in some states black men have been 
admitted to prison at rate 20 to 50 times greater than those of 
white men. And in major cities wracked by the drug war, as 
many as 80% of young African American men now have 
criminal records and are thus subject to legalized discrimina-
tion for the rest of their lives. 
 A lack of correlation between crime and punishment 
is nothing new. Sociologists have frequently observed that 
governments use punishment primarily as a tool of social con-
trol, and thus the extent or severity of punishment is often un-
related to actual crime patterns. Between 1960 and 1980, for 
example, official crime rates in Finland, Germany, and the US 
were nearly identical. Yet the US incarceration rate quadru-
pled, the Finnish rate fell by 60%, and the German rate was 
stable. For reasons largely unrelated to actual crime trends, the 
American penal system emerged as a system of social control 
unparalleled in world history.  
 Those with meaningful economic and social opportu-
nities were unlikely to commit crimes regardless of the penal-
ty, while those who went to prison were far more likely to 
commit crimes again in the future. Studies have found that 

prison, reformatory, and jail have achieved a shocking record 
of failure. There is overwhelming evidence that these institu-
tions create crime rather than prevent it.  
 Racial profiling is widely condemned, even by mem-
bers of law enforcement who once openly embraced the prac-
tice. Imagine if civil right organizations and African American 
leaders in the 1940s had not placed Jim Crow segregation at 
the forefront of their local justice agenda. It would have 
seemed absurd, given that racial segregation was the primary 
vehicle of racialized social control in the US during that peri-
od. But mass incarceration is metaphorically the New Jim 
Crow and all those who care about social justice should fully 
commit themselves to dismantling this new racial caste sys-
tem. Jim Crow and slavery were caste systems. So is our cur-
rent system of mass incarceration.  
 What is completely missed in the rare public debates 
today about the plight of African Americans is that a huge 
percentage of them are not free to move up at all. It is not just 
that they lack opportunity, attend poor schools, or are plagued 
by poverty. They are barred by law from doing so. It functions 
more like a caste system than a system of crime control. Like 
Jim Crow and slavery, mass incarceration operates as a tightly 
networked system of laws, policies, customs and institutions 
that operate collectively to ensure the subordinate status of a 
group defined largely by race. The system of mass incarcera-
tion is based on the prison label, not prison time. 
 Mass incarceration, like its predecessors, has been 
largely immunized from legal challenge. Few legal rules 
meaningfully constrain police in the drug war, and enormous 
financial incentives have been granted to them to engage in 
mass drug arrests through military-style tactics. Once swept 
into the system, the chances of ever being truly free are slim. 
 Defendants are typically denied meaningful legal 
representation, pressured by the threat of lengthy sentences 
into a plea bargain, and then placed under formal control—in 
prison, or jail, on probation or parole. Upon release, ex-
offenders are discriminated against legally for the rest of their 
lives, and most will eventually return to prison. They are 
members of America’s undercaste.  
 The criminalization and demonization of black men 
has turned the black community against itself, unraveling 
community and family relationships, decimating networks of 
mutual support, and intensifying the shame and self-hate expe-
rienced by the current pariah caste. The stigma of criminality 
functions in much the same way that the stigma of race once 
did. No caste system in the US has ever governed all black 
people; there have always been “free black” and black success 
stories, even during slavery and Jim Crow.  
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 The most ardent proponents of racial hierarchy have 
consistently succeeded in implementing new racial caste sys-
tems by triggering a collapse of resistance across the political 
spectrum. This feat was achieved largely by appealing to the 
racism and vulnerability of lower-class whites, a group of 
people who are understandably eager to ensure that they never 
find themselves trapped at the bottom of the American hierar-
chy. The Colonial population consisted largely of a great mass 
of white and black bondsmen who occupied roughly the same 
economic category and were treated with equal contempt by 
the lords of the plantations and legislatures. Curiously uncon-
cerned about their color, these people worked together and 
relaxed together. The concept of race is a relatively recent 
development. Only in the past few centuries have the world’s 
people been classified along racial lines. 
 The planter class took a step that would later come to 
be known as a “racial bribe.” Deliberately and strategically, 
the planter class extended special privileges to poor whites in 
an effort to drive a wedge between them and black slaves. 
White settlers were allowed greater access to Native American 
lands, white servants were allowed to police slaves through 
slave patrols and militias, and barriers were created so that 
free labor would not compete with slave labor. These 
measures effectively eliminated the risk of future alliances 
between black slave and poor whites. Poor whites suddenly 
had a direct, personal stake in the existence of a race-based 
system of slavery. By the mid-1770s, the system of bond labor 
had been thoroughly transformed into a racial caste system 
predicated on slavery. Racial division was a consequence, not 
a precondition of slavery, but once instituted, it became de-
tached from its initial function and acquired a social potency 
of its own. After the death of slavery, the idea of race lived on. 
 The Reconstruction-era terrorist campaign proved 
highly successful. Then a new policy in 1877 resulted in the 
withdrawal of federal troops from the South and the effective 
abandonment of African Americans and all those who had 
fought for or supported an equalitarian racial order. The feder-
al government no longer enforced federal civil rights legisla-
tion and slashed funding for the Freemen’s Bureau to such a 
degree that the agency became virtually defunct.   
 Vagrancy laws and other laws defining activities such 
as “mischief” and “insulting gestures” as crimes were en-
forced vigorously against blacks. The aggressive enforcement 
of these criminal offenses opened up an enormous market for 
convict leasing, in which prisoners were contracted out as la-
borers to the highest private bidder. With no means to pay off 
their “debts,” prisoners were sold as forced laborers to lumber 
camps, brickyards, railroads, farms, plantations, and dozens of 
corporations throughout the South. Death rates were shocking-
ly high, for the private contractors had no interest in the health 

and well-being of their laborers, unlike the earlier slave-
owners who needed their slaves to be healthy enough to sur-
vive hard labor. The 13th Amendment had abolished slavery 
but allowed one major exception: slavery remained appropri-
ate as punishment for a crime.  
 After a brief period of progress during Reconstruc-
tion, African Americans found themselves, once again, virtu-
ally defenseless. The criminal justice system was strategically 
employed to force African Americans back into a system of 
extreme repression and control, a tactic that would continue to 
prove successful for generations to come. Reconstruction is 
typically described as stretching from 1863, when the North 
freed the slaves, to 1877, when it abandoned them and with-
drew federal troops from the South. 
 The public typically traces the death of Jim Crow to 
Brown v. Board of Education in 1954. The increased political 
power of blacks was due to migration to the North and the 
growing membership and influence of the NAACP, particular-
ly its highly successful legal campaign challenging Jim Crow 
laws in federal courts. Far more important may be the influ-
ence of WWII. The blatant contradiction between the coun-
try’s opposition to the crimes of the Third Reich against Euro-
pean Jews and the continued existence of a racial caste system 
in the US was embarrassing, severely damaging the nation’s 
credibility as leader of the “free world.” Whatever the new 
order would be, it would have to be formally race-neutral—it 
could not involve explicit or clearly intentional race discrimi-
nation. A similar phenomenon had followed slavery and Re-
construction, as white elites struggled to define a new racial 
order. Proponents of racial hierarchy found they could install a 
new racial caste system without violating the law or the new 
limits of acceptable political discourse by demanding “law and 
order” rather than “segregation forever.” 
 The racial imagery associated with urban riots in the 
1960s and 1970s gave fuel to the argument that civil rights for 
blacks led to rampant crime. Rather than fading, the segrega-
tionists’ crime-race argument was reframed and eventually 
became the foundation of the conservative agenda on crime. In 
fact, law and order rhetoric contributed to a major realignment 
of political parties in the US. Nixon called for a “war on 
drugs.” At the time Reagan announced his War on Drugs, less 
than 2% of the American public viewed drugs as the most 
important issue facing the nation. The Anti-Drug abuse Act 
authorized public housing authorities to evict any tenant who 
allows any form of drug-related criminal activity to occur on 
or near public housing premises and eliminated many federal 
benefits, including student loans, for anyone convicted of a 
drug offense. 
 By 1989, 64% thought drugs were the most signifi-
cant problem in the US. Clinton endorsed the idea of a federal 
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“3 strikes and you’re out” law in 1994. This bill created doz-
ens of new federal capital crimes, mandated life sentences for 
some 3-time offenders, and authorized more than $16B for 
state prison grants and expansion of state and local police 
forces. This resulted in the largest increases in federal and 
state prison inmates in history and created the current racial 
undercaste. During Clinton’s tenure, Washington slashed 
funding for public house by 61% and boosted corrections by 
171%, effective making the construction of prisons the na-
tion’s main housing program for the urban poor. 90% of those 
admitted to prison for drug offenses in many states were black 
or Latino, but the mass incarceration of communities of color 
was explained in race-neutral terms, an adaptation to the needs 
and demands of the current political climate. The New Jim 
Crow was born. 
 Drug offenses account for 2/3 of the rise in the feder-
al inmate population and more than half of the rise in state 
prisoners between 1985 and 2000. In 2005 4/5 of drug arrests 
were for possession, and only 1/5 was for sales. Moreover, 
most people in state prisons for drug offenses have no history 
of violence or significant selling activity. Despite the fact that 
most drug arrests are for nonviolent minor offenses, the War 
on Drugs ushered in an era of unprecedented punitiveness. 
Whites have a more punitive attitude toward crime than 
blacks. Rural whites are often the most punitive, though they 
are least likely to be crime victims.  
 The Supreme Court facilitated the drug war, primari-
ly by eviscerating Fourth Amendment protections against un-
reasonable searches and seizures by the police. The rollback 
has been so pronounced that a virtual “drug exception” now 
exists to the Bill of Rights. Virtually all constitutionally pro-
tected civil liberties have been undermined by the drug war. 
Consent searches are valuable tools for the police because 
hardly anyone dares to say no. Pretext stops, like consent 
searches, have received the Supreme Court’s unequivocal 
blessing.  
 Operation Pipeline is exactly what the Framers meant 
to prohibit: a federally-run general search program that targets 
people without cause for suspicion, particularly those who 
belong to disfavored groups. One study found that up to 99% 
of traffic stops made by federally funded narcotics task forces 
result in no citation and 98% of task-force searches during 
traffic stops are discretionary searches in which the officer 
searches the car with the driver’s verbal “consent” but has no 
other legal authority to do so. Profiles do not so much focus an 
investigation as provide law enforcement officials a ready-
made excuse for stopping whomever they please. 
 Every system of control depends for its survival on 
the tangible and intangible benefits provided to those who are 
responsible for the system’s maintenance and administration. 

In order for it to succeed, it was necessary to build a consensus 
among state and local law enforcement agencies that the drug 
war should be a top priority in their hometowns. The solution: 
cash. Huge cash grants were made to those law enforcement 
agencies willing to make drug enforcement a top priority. 
Federal grant money resulted in the proliferation of narcotics 
task forces, including those responsible for highway drug in-
terdiction. Paramilitary units (most commonly called Special 
Weapons and Tactics, or SWAT, teams) were quickly formed 
in virtually every major city to fight the drug war. Police say 
they wanted SWAT teams in case of a hostage situation or a 
Columbine-type incident, but in practice they are used mainly 
to serve search warrants on suspected drug dealers. Some of 
these searches yield as little as a few grams of cocaine or ma-
rijuana. 
 The financial incentives offered to local law en-
forcement to pump up their drug arrests have not been well 
publicized, leading the average person to conclude that when 
their local police departments report that drug arrests have 
doubled or tripled in a short period of time that crime is up, 
that the arrests reflect a surge in illegal drug activity, rather 
than an infusion of money and intensified enforcement. Alt-
hough the SWAT units were often justified to city councils 
and skeptical citizens as essential to fight terrorism or deal 
with hostage situations, they are rarely deployed for those rea-
sons but sent to serve routine search warrants for drugs and 
make drug arrests. 
 The size of disbursements was linked to the number 
of city or county drug arrests, each netting a given city about 
$153 in state and federal funding. And as further incentive to 
devote extraordinary resources to drug law enforcement, ra-
ther than more serious crimes, state and local law enforcement 
agencies were granted the authority to keep for their own use 
most of the cash and assets they seize when waging the drug 
war. This dramatic change in policy gave police an enormous 
stake in the War on Drugs to perpetuate its existence. Law 
enforcement gained a financial interest in the profitability of 
the drug market itself. Property or cash could be seized on 
mere suspicion of illegal drug activity, without notice or hear-
ing upon an ex parte showing probable cause that a property 
had somehow been involved in a crime. A person could be 
found innocent of criminal conduct and the property could still 
be subject to forfeiture.  
 Drug-war forfeiture laws are frequently used to allow 
those with assets to buy their freedom, while drug users and 
small-time dealers with few assets to trade are subject to 
lengthy prison terms. That’s why prisons now confine large 
numbers who had relatively minor roles in drug distribution 
networks, but few of their bosses. Oddly, someone who has 
been charged with a crime is entitled to the appointment of 
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counsel in civil forfeiture proceedings, but those whose prop-
erty has been forfeited whose conduct did not merit criminal 
charges are on their own. Drug busts motivated by the desire 
to seize cash, cars, homes, and other property are perfectly 
legal. As long as law enforcement is free to seize assets alleg-
edly associated with illegal drug activity—without ever charg-
ing anyone with a crime—police will continue to have a direct 
financial interest in the profitability and longevity of the drug 
war. It is doubtful that the drug war would have been launched 
with such intensity on the ground but for the bribes offered for 
law enforcement’s cooperation. The war has become institu-
tionalized; it is now simply the way things are done.  
 Most Americans have no idea how common it is for 
people to be convicted without legal representation, or how 
many plead guilty to crimes they did not commit from fear of 
mandatory sentences. The fundamental right to a lawyer that 
Americans assume applies to everyone accused of criminal 
conduct does not effectively exist for many. Children caught 
up in this system are the most vulnerable and the least likely to 
be represented by counsel.  
 Mandatory minimum statutory schemes have trans-
ferred enormous power from judges to prosecutors. The prose-
cutor is now the most powerful law enforcement official in the 
criminal justice system. He holds the keys to the jailhouse 
door. Few rules constrain the exercise of his discretion. He is 
free to file more charges against a defendant than can be prov-
en in court. This practice of encouraging defendants to plead 
guilty to crimes, rather than affording them a trial has its 
downside. Never before in our history have so many felt com-
pelled to plead guilty, even if they are innocent, simply be-
cause the punishment for the minor, nonviolent offense with 
which they have been charged is so unbelievable severe. The 
pressure to plea-bargain and thereby “convict yourself” in 
exchange for some kind of leniency is a by-product of the 
mandatory-sentencing regime; pressure into plea bargain by 
the threat of unbelievably harsh sentences—often higher than 
many countries impose on convicted murderers. Mandatory 
sentencing laws have forced judges to impose sentences for 
drug crimes that are often longer than those violent criminals 
receive. 
 Imposing a short prison sentence (or none at all) may 
increase the chances that that the defendant will experience 
successful re-entry. A lengthy prison term may increase the 
odds that reentry will be extremely difficult, leading to re-
lapse, and re-imprisonment. Prior to the Drug Reform Act of 
1986, the longest sentence Congress had ever imposed for 
possession of any drug in any amount was one year. A life 
sentence for a first-time drug offense is unheard of in the rest 
of the developed world. Mandatory sentencing laws are fre-
quently justified as necessary to keep “violent criminals” off 

the streets, yet those penalties are imposed most often against 
drug offenders and those who are guilty of nonviolent crimes. 
Our prison population leaped from about 350,000 to 2.3M in a 
short time due to changes in laws and policies, not changes in 
crime rates. The entire increase in the prison population from 
1980 to 2001 can be explained by sentencing policy changes.  
 This system depends on the prison label, not prison 
time. Once a person is labeled a felon, he or she is ushered 
into a parallel universe in which discrimination, stigma, and 
exclusion are perfectly legal, and privileges of citizenship such 
as voting and jury service are off-limits. Barred from public 
housing by law, discriminated against by private landlords, 
ineligible for food stamps, forced to “check the box” indicat-
ing a felony conviction on employment applications for nearly 
every job, and denied licenses for a wide range of professions, 
people whose only crime is drug addiction or possession of a 
small amount of drugs for recreational use find themselves 
locked out of the mainstream society and economy—
permanently. 
 About as many people were returned to prison for 
parole violations in 2000 as were admitted to prison in 1980 
for all reasons. Of all parole violators returned to prison in 
2000, only 1/3 were returned for a new conviction; 2/3 were 
returned for a technical violation such as missing appoint-
ments with a parole office, failing to maintain employment, or 
failing a drug test.  
 We are told by drug warriors that the enemy in this 
war is a thing—drugs—not a group of people, but the facts 
prove otherwise. In at least 15 states, blacks are admitted to 
prison on drug charges at a rate from 20-57 times greater than 
that of white men. Although the majority of illegal drug users 
and dealers nationwide are white, ¾ of all people imprisoned 
for drug offenses have been black or Latino. People of all rac-
es use and sell illegal drugs at remarkably similar rates. White 
youth are more likely to engage in illegal drug dealing than 
people of color. White youth have about 3 times the number of 
drug-related emergency room visits as their African American 
counterparts.  
 Whites tend to sell to whites; blacks to blacks. Uni-
versity students tend to sell to each other. Rural whites buy it 
from somebody down the road. White high school students 
typically buy drugs from white classmates, friends, or older 
relatives. Nevertheless, black men have been admitted to state 
prison on drug charges at a rate that is more than 13 times 
higher than white men. The racial bias inherent in the drug 
war is a major reason that 1 in every 14 black men was behind 
bars in 2006, compared with 1 in 106 white men. Forms of 
race discrimination that were open and notorious for centuries 
were transformed in the 1960s and 1970s into something un-
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American—an affront to our newly conceived ethic of color-
blindness. 
 Black men, they say, have much higher rates of vio-
lent crime, that’s why so many of them are locked up. The 
problem with this analysis is that violent crime is not respon-
sible for mass incarceration. Today violent crime rates are at 
historically low levels, yet incarceration rates continue to 
climb. Homicide offenders account for 0.4% of the past dec-
ade’s growth in prison population, while drug offenders ac-
count for nearly 61% of that expansion.  Only 7.9% of federal 
prisoners were convicted of violent crimes. Most who are un-
der correctional control today are not in prison --only 1.6M 
out of 7.3M under correctional control are in prison. Only 
19% of probationers were convicted of a violent offense.  
 It is the genius of the new system of control that it 
can always be defended on nonracial grounds, given the rarity 
of a noose or a racial slur in connection with any particular 
criminal case. The central question, then, is how does a for-
mally colorblind criminal justice system achieve such racially 
discriminatory results? The first step is to grant law enforce-
ment extraordinary discretion regarding who to stop, search, 
arrest, and charge for drug offenses, thus ensuring that con-
scious and unconscious racial beliefs and stereotypes will be 
given free rein. Unbridled discretion inevitably creates huge 
racial disparities. 
 When a violent crime or a robbery or a trespass oc-
curs, someone usually calls the police. There is a clear victim 
and perpetrator. But with drug crime, neither the purchaser nor 
seller has any incentive to contact law enforcement. It is a 
consensual activity. In any given year, more than 10% of 
Americans violate drug laws. But due to resource constraints 
(and the politics of the drug war), only a small fraction are 
arrested, convicted, and incarcerated.  The ubiquity of illegal 
drug activity, combined with its consensual nature, requires a 
far more proactive approach by law enforcement than what is 
required to address ordinary street crime. It is impossible for 
law enforcement to identify and arrest every drug criminal. 
Strategic choices must be made about whom to target and 
what tactics to employ. Police and prosecutors did not declare 
the War on Drugs, but once the financial incentives for waging 
the war became too attractive to ignore, law enforcement 
agencies had to ask themselves, if we’re going to wage this 
war, where should it be fought and who should be taken pris-
oner? 
 Drug use, once considered a private, public-health 
matter was reframed through political rhetoric and media im-
agery as a grave threat to the national order. Law enforcement 
officials assumed the role of drug experts, emphasizing the 
need for law and order responses—a crackdown on those as-
sociated with the drug. Television news used a predictable “us 

against them” frame in their new stories, with “us” being 
white, suburban America, and “them” being black Americans 
and a few corrupted whites. It is unnecessary to speak directly 
of race today because speaking about crime is talking about 
race. 
 Decades of cognitive bias research demonstrates that 
both unconscious and conscious biases lead to discriminatory 
actions, even when an individual does not want to discrimi-
nate. Relevant research by cognitive and social psychologists 
suggests that racial bias in the drug war was inevitable, once a 
public consensus was constructed by political and media elites 
that drug crime is black and brown. Once blackness and crime 
became conflated in the public consciousness the “crimi-
nalblackman” would inevitable become the primary target of 
law enforcement. 
 When the Supreme Court devised the legal rules that 
would govern the War on Drugs it adopted rules that would 
maximize the amount of racial discrimination that would like-
ly occur and then closed the court to claims of racial bias. It 
barred any victim of race discrimination by the police from 
even alleging a claim of racial bias under the Fourth Amend-
ment. The Court held that racial bias would be tolerated—
virtually to any degree—so long as no one admitted it. The 
Court accepted strong statistical evidence of racial bias as val-
id but insisted that evidence of conscious, racial bias was nec-
essary to prove unlawful discrimination.  
 But the very evidence that the Court demanded is 
always unavailable or inadmissible due to procedural rules 
that shield jurors and prosecutors from scrutiny. The Court’s 
opinion was driven by a desire to immunize the entire criminal 
justice system from claims of racial bias. They stated that dis-
cretion plays a necessary role in the implementation of the 
criminal justice system, and that discrimination is an inevita-
ble by-product of discretion.  Nonblack defendants are rou-
tinely prosecuted in more lenient state, rather than federal 
courts. It is difficult to imagine a system better designed to 
ensure that racial biases and stereotypes are given free rein—
while at the same time appearing on the surface to be color-
blind—than the one devised by the US Supreme Court. When 
police go looking for drugs, they look in the ‘hood.  
 In New Jersey whites are almost twice as likely to be 
found with illegal drugs or contraband as African American, 
and five times as likely as Latinos. Although whites are more 
likely to be guilty, they are less likely to be viewed as suspi-
cious, resulting in relatively fewer stops, searches, and arrests 
of whites. This is the circular logic of racial profiling. The 
disproportionate imprisonment of people of color is a product 
of racial profiling—not a justification for it. In Illinois Latinos 
were found significantly less likely than whites to have illegal 
contraband in their vehicles. In California African Americans 
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were nearly twice as likely as whites to be stopped, and 3 
times as likely to be searched. In NYC guns and other contra-
band were seized less often in stops of African Americans and 
Latinos than of whites. Young black men know the drill when 
they see the police crossing the street toward them; it is a ritu-
al of dominance and submission played out hundreds of thou-
sands of times each year. The litigation that swept the nation 
in the 1990s challenging racial profiling practices has nearly 
vanished. In 2001 the Supreme Court ruled that Title VI does 
not provide a “private right of action” to ordinary citizens and 
civil right groups; meaning that victims of discrimination can 
no longer sue under the law.  
 Hundreds of years ago, our nation put those consid-
ered less than human in shackles; less than one hundred years 
ago, we relegated them to the other side of town; today we put 
them in cages. Public housing officials are free to reject appli-
cants simply on the basis of arrests, regardless of whether they 
result in convictions or fines. Roughly 65M people have crim-
inal records, including tens of millions of Americans who 
have been arrested but never convicted of any offense, or con-
victed only of minor misdemeanors.  
 30-50% of individuals under parole supervision in 
San Francisco and Los Angeles were homeless. In NY State 
the use of state prisons and city jails dropped by 74% and 40% 
respectively when people with past criminal records were pro-
vided with supportive housing. DC requires parolees to “main-
tain gainful employment,” and failure to do so could mean 
more prison time. Although EEOC prohibits blanket hiring 
bans, employers routinely limit the pool of qualified candi-
dates to those with spotless records. Employers in most states 
can deny jobs to people who were arrested but never convicted 
of any crime. Only 40% of employers are willing to consider 
hiring an ex-offender. Four decades ago, employers were free 
to discriminate explicitly on the basis of race; today employers 
feel free to discriminate against those who bear the prison la-
bel. A former inmate living at or below the poverty level can 
be charged by 4 or 5 departments at once and required to sur-
render 100% of his earnings. Although “debtor’s prison” is 
illegal in all states, many use the threat of probation or parole 
revocation as a debt-collection tool. Many states suspend driv-
ing privileges for missed debt payments, a practice that often 
causes people to lose employment and creates yet another op-
portunity for jail time: driving with a suspended license. Many 
are thrown back in prison simply because they have been una-
ble--with no place to live and no decent job—to pay back 
thousands of dollars of prison-related fees, fines, and child 
support.  
 Do not count on the government for help. Not only 
will you be denied housing, but you may well be denied food. 
Welfare reform legislation signed by Clinton in 1996 ended 

individual entitlements to welfare. The law also requires that 
states permanently bar individuals with drug-related felony 
convictions from receiving federally funded public assistance.  
 Almost all of the countries that place restrictions on 
voting in prison are in Eastern Europe, part of the former 
Communist bloc. Throughout much of the US ex-offenders are 
expected to pay fines and court costs, and submit paperwork to 
multiple agencies to win back a right that should never have 
been taken away in a democracy. These bureaucratic mine-
fields are the modern-day equivalent of poll taxes and literacy 
tests—“colorblind” rules designed to make voting a practical 
impossibility for a group defined largely by race. 
 Historians will likely wonder how we could describe 
the new caste system as a system of crime control, when it is 
difficult to imagine a system better designed to create—rather 
than prevent—crime. More African American adults are under 
correctional control today—in prison or jail, on probation or 
parole—than were enslaved in 1850, a decade before the Civil 
War began. A black child born today is less likely to be raised 
by both parents than during slavery. 
 The system now requires very little maintenance, 
justification, or awareness if you are white and middle class. 
The reality of mass incarceration is easier to avoid knowing 
than the injustices and sufferings associated with slavery or 
Jim Crow. The widespread and mistaken belief that racial an-
imus is necessary for the creation and maintenance of racial-
ized systems of social control is the most important reason that 
we, as a nation, have remained in deep denial. 
 If one thinks about racism by examining only one 
wire of the cage, or one form of disadvantage, it is difficult to 
understand how and who the bird is trapped. Only a large 
number of wires arranged in a specific way, and connected to 
one another, serve to enclose the bird and to ensure that it can-
not escape. The War on Drugs is the vehicle through which 
extraordinary numbers of black men are forced into the cage. 
The first stage is the roundup, then the conviction, and the 
final stage is the invisible punishment. This refers to the 
unique set of sanctions that continue for the rest of their lives 
outside the prison gates. 
 Until the mid-1980s the criminal justice system was 
marginal to communities of color. The criminal and civil sanc-
tions that were once reserved for a tiny minority are now used 
to control and oppress a racially defined majority in many 
communities. Young black men are more likely to go to prison 
than to college. 
 Although it is common to think of Jim Crow as an 
explicitly race-based system, in fact a number of the key poli-
cies were officially colorblind. Poll workers had the discretion 
to charge a poll tax or administer a literacy test and they exer-
cised their discretion in a racially discriminatory manner. 
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Laws that said nothing about race operated to discriminate 
because those charged with enforcement were granted tremen-
dous discretion and they exercised that discretion in a highly 
discriminatory manner. The same is true in the drug war. Laws 
prohibiting the use and sale of drugs are facially race neutral 
but enforced in a discriminatory fashion. A facially race-
neutral system of laws has operated to create a racial caste 
system. During Jim Crow, racial stigma contributed to racial 
solidarity in the black community. Racial stigma today, how-
ever, has turned the black community against itself, destroyed 
networks of mutual support, and created a silence about the 
new caste system among many of the people most affected by 
it. The absence of overt racial hostility is a significant differ-
ence from Jim Crow. This system of control depends far more 
on racial indifference (defined as a lack of compassion and 
caring about race and racial groups) than racial hostility.  

 The new caste system depends, in no small part, on 
black exceptionalism. Highly visible examples of black suc-
cess (including the president) are critical to the maintenance of 
a racial caste system in the era of colorblindness Black success 
stories lend credence to the notion that anyone can make it to 
the top, if only you try hard enough. These stories “prove” that 
race is no longer relevant. Whereas black success stories un-
dermined the logic of Jim Crow, they actually reinforce the 
system of mass incarceration. The quiet complicity of minority 
officers in the War on Drugs serves to legitimize the system 
and insulate it from critique. Cosmetic diversity, which focus-
es on providing opportunities to individual members of under-
represented groups, both diminishes the possibility that unfair 
rules will be challenged and legitimates the entire system.  

 

 

 


